
If you’re looking for ordinary Fresh Food
events, don’t call us. We don’t know 
how to be ordinary.

If you are interested in making a 
mountain of fun out of a heap of fresh 
produce, let’s talk!

Cooking Shows
Fresh Food Sampling
Kids Cooking Shows
Food Styling
Recipe Creation
Product Promotions

Chef & Cook
Talent

Chef & Cook
Talent



Sally “Sweetpea” – Proclaimed foodie, cook and teacher
Sally’s career highlights include planning, managing & presenting 
cooking shows at The Melbourne Food and Wine Festival, 
Queen Victoria Market and the South Melbourne Market’s 
‘LG Kitchen’. 
On stage and off, Sally’s warm nature shines through in everything 
she does. 

Cook Sally
There’s a recipe for FUN and the main ingredient is Cook Brett!
Start with one exceptional cook, add a healthy serve of master 
MC and season with a born entertainer and you’ve created 
Cook Brett!  Brett’s objective throughout all his unique-shows is to 
involve the audience as much as possible. 
  Brett believes that “with little effort, everybody can be creative in
the kitchen and create delicious healthy meals” 



Cook Colleen is a Master MC, mum to two gorgeous young sons,
and an astonishing storyteller
Believing ‘food is the fuel for life,’ Cook Colleen combines a vibrant 
energy and sensational cooking skills.
Her travels are the inspiration behind her wonderful zest & fantastic 
stories – beautifully delivered, they captivate her audience.
Colleen’s Cooking Shows are pure joy to watch.

ainer!
BASc (psychology and health)
Passionate Mediterranean cook and entert
A natural entertainer from a young-age, Sophia loved to play 
cooking show host for the enjoyment of her family.
With a Bachelor in Health and Psychology, Sophia’s boundless 
energy and delightful way of presenting captivates her audience. 
Sophia is a gem. 

Cook Sophia



Our newest cook packs a punch in the kitchen!
He’s a Black Belt in the dojo, with culinary skills to ensure health 
and high energy.
A healthy balance between nutrition, body and mind have always 
been at the peak of Cook Peter’s must-do’s! 
An awesome entertainer, Peter’s out to inspire others to eat well 
for better health.

Cook Peter 
BHSc (Health Promotion & Nutrition)
Cook Lauren developed her palate as a young-child – from both 
edible and non-edible items! 
Fuelling her delight and curiosity of flavour, Lauren built a career 
understanding food’s components and medicinal properties.
Lauren studied nutrition and health promotion, forming in the 
development of her sensational culinary skills.



English born ‘gentleman chef’ and global traveller
Chef Robert loves to share his travel stories in his cooking classes, 
in a brilliant mix of talent and entertainment. 
Robert is passionate about creativity in the kitchen. He has an 
excellent eye for design and detail, befitting his gentleman nature 
and English heritage. 
Robert is a delight to watch cook!

A passionate Italian cook with a creative flair!
Cooking has always been Julie’s passion.
Jet-setting around the world has given Julie a great understanding 
of current food trends, how to educate the audience on healthy 
options, and working with food intolerances. 
Julie’s larger than life personality along with her cooking 
knowledge ensure her Cooking Shows are a hit.

Cook Julie


